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ABSTRACT 

Two itcsrativc mt+hods are driscribcd for  obtaining  horizontal  winds  from  the  pressure-height field by  means of 
higher-order  grostrophic  approximations  for  the purposc of improving up011  thcl geostrophic  wind.  The convergence 
propert,ies of the iterative. mtxthods are discussed; nnd in :t simplcx theoretical case, one of the  methods is found  to 
diverge  with strong cyclonic motion.  Both  iter:ttivc mcthods were applied to  analyzed  500-mb.  height  charts  and 
over most of thr   map  convergd in a few scans to wind values  somewhere  between  the  geostrophic wind and  the wind 
obtairlrd  from  the  balance  rqnation. Howe~ve~r i n  a few locations  continued  iteration  led t o  increasing differences 
betwecn successively computed  winds: i.c.., the methods appc,ared to diverge. In  fact, wind values  in  adjacent  areas 
gradually  tended  to be corrnptcd. This  lack of convergtance, occurring  mainly in areas of negative  vorticity  and 
additionally i n  t,he case of mrthod I1 in are'as of strong cyclonic vorticity, was associated  with  the  development of 
excessive horizontal wind divergence, which after three. or  four  iterations  sometimes  exceeded  the  relative  vorticity. 
Stream  functions were computed  by  rtlaxing the. relative  vorticity of the  winds  obtained  by  methods I and 11, generally 
after  one  itcration.  These \?-ere compared  to thv stream function  obtained  by  solving t,hcl balance  equation  and no 
significant differences were noted. 13arotropic fortac:tsts prepurcd from  the  stream  functions  derived  from  the  two 
methods  are  essentially the same as  forecasts  with the, stro:rtn fullction  obtaintd  from t,he balance  equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Few  meteorological  discoveries have beerr of 1110re 
immediate and  widespread  use  than  the  geostrophic  wind 
law. Alt'houglr  exceedingly  helpful  in both  practicd  and 
theoretical work,  it's  obvious  shortcomings have prompted 
a number of attempts at refinement  by  adding  corrective 
terms consisting of higher  order  derivatives of pressure. 
In a remarkable  paper on this  subject  in 1939, H. Philipps 
[I] expressed the horizorrtd  wind, V, as an infinit,e  series 

in tcrms of the  geostrophic  wind, V,, and  its  total  deriva- 
tives dnV,ldtn, where  in  the  limit n approaches  infinity. 
Although  t'he  series may converge  for a properly  restricted 
pressure  dist'ribution,  it is of limited  practical  value 
because  the  total  derivative  contains  the  unknown  wind, 
V, itself. Thus if the  series is truncated  to a finite 
nurnber of terms, m, t'he result is an  algebraic  equation 
for V of the  mth  order.  It'  appears  however  from  Philipps' 
study  that  st meaningful  extension of the  geostrophic 
mind law may be obt'rtined by  setting n= I, which  amounts 
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to the  same  as  replacing the acceleration  term  in thc 
equation for horizontal  motion by its geostrophic  counter- 
part. Since t'he total  derivative 

contains t'he  wind V, one  may eit'her  replace V by V, 
in (1) or retain it unaltered.  The  latter  has  been rec0111- 
mended by Eliassen [2] on  the  grounds t'hat it,, a t  least 
theoretically, leads t'o a  bett'er  approximation.  This 
point  is  treated a t  some  length  in  section 2 .  

With  the  advent of electronic  computers,  wind  calcula- 
t'ions of the  kind  described  above  have  become a possibility 
in  routine  operat'ions and might  from  the  point of view of 
time used be more economical to  obtain  than  winds  derived 
by solving the so-called balance  equation. A relevant 
point',  however,  is  whether  the  wind so computed  is 
meteorologically  more  realistic t ' hm t'he  geostrophic  wind. 
Assunling this  to  be  the  case, the qucstion of truncation 
and convergence of iterative  procedures  rnay  have to be 
considered. 

In  a  recent  article,  Endlich [3] proposed a n ~ c t l ~ o d  
whereby  a  "gradient"  wind is obtained  by successive 
approximations.  The  method is appealing  because of its 
simplicity  in  applicat'ion  and  also  because  it  appears  in 
general  to  give  winds that  in  the case of curved  isobars 
are bet'ter  than  the  geostrophic  wind. A drawback, 
however, is that  in areas of strong c,yclonic* curvature  the 
iteration  produces  values  for  the  wind  that  oscillate  with 
undiminished  or  increased  amplitude and will therefore 
never approach any fixed value;  i.e.,  the  proceduro 
diverges. 

One of the  authors  has elsewhere [4j studied  theoreticully 
the convergence properties of two  iterative  n~ethocls  lor 
solving the non-linear  bnlnnce equation,  one of which is 
in essence the  same as the  method  proposed by Endlicll. 
It was shown that  the  latter  diverges in areas of strong 
cSclonic vorticity.  This  is  further  demonstrated i n  this 
paper  by  means of a simple  theoretical case, as well as 
through  computations  from  observed  500-rnh.  pressurc 
height's. The other  method WAS showx to converge  in 
the case of non-divergent  winds.  This  paper  describes 
the  application of' similar  methods to  wind  cornput a t '  ions 
from 500-rnb. heights. I n  this ciise no restrictions are 
imposed on  the  horizontal  velocity  divergence, and R S  a 
result both  methods  fail  to  give  realistic  winds i n  certain 
areas of the  map.  This  lailurc  manifests itself' in thc 
development of excessive vorticity  and velocity  diver- 
gence. By terminating  the  iterative  procedure after one 
or two  iterations, a t  least' one of the rnctllotls  appears  to 
give  winds that  are  everywhere  better  than  the  geostrophic 
winds.  Winds derived by means of' both  methods were 
used as initial dat'a to  obtain  stream  functions  from whic~h 
24- and 48-hour  barotropic  forecasts were made. The 
forecast,s were essentiallv  the s:me as those  obtained 
through  the use of the  balance  equation. 

2. HIGHER-ORDER GEOSTROPHIC WIND 
APPROXIMATIONS 

Omitting I'ric.tion and  the  vertical  advection  terms 
wbu/bp and w b u / a p ,  we may writ,e the cquations for 
horizontal  motion as follows: 

(2  

where the  notations are those  corntnonly  used. I t  is 
desired to solve the system (2) with  respect  to u and v; 
i.c., express  the  wind  as a function of the  gcopot>ential 4. 
A first  approxilrlatiorl  is t'lle geostrophic  relation 

For  nlotions on syrlopt'ic  scale at' nliddle and high  lat'itudcs, 
the approximation (?,) is  presutnably  accuratc  enough to 
apply also in  differentiated  form.  This means that  we 
may  replace the derivatives of u and 1: in ( 2 )  by  the 
corresponding  derivatives of u, and 1 1 ,  and  then solve  the 
resulting equations for u and u. Thus we may obtain  the 
following  expressions  for u and P :  

where 

A necessary  condition  for (4) to be a solution to ( 2 )  is that 
GZO. Since  t>hr systern (2) is  quadratic  in u and z), 
there  may be more  than  one  solution  for a given  pressure 
clistrihtion. The rnetcorologicnllp  appropriate  solution 
for the wirltl should  have  essentially t'hc. same directlion as 
the grost>ropllic wind and be itlcnt'ical with  it'  in t,he  case 
of straight, parallel  isobars.  Hence u should be of the 
sa~rlc sign as d+/bx and u of opposite  sign to b+/by, to- 
gctllcr  with G#O. It is not  obvious how to achieve  this 
in  all  cases,  but  one I I I ~ , ~  be guided by t'he crit>eria  appli- 
cable to the  balance  equation [4]. In solving  t'his  equa- 
tion,  the  appropriate  solution is oht,ained by requiring 

(f +2 2) (f "2 E) +4 G>O bu dl: 

ant1 the  additional  restriction on t'lle height field 
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This  suggests that  WE inlpose the  following  lilllitatiolls  in 
solving (4) : 

with the  restrictions 

and should be solved  subject to conditions (fit)). 



u 1 0.7320, 

I j l 1  :" I1 11 I I I1 

4.j.t: 1 2 0 

w-hich lcads  to t'lrc ttdditionnl  restriction for the nortnal 
solution; i . c . ,  tlre one corrcsporrdirrg to the  plus  sign, 

1.0637~, 

1. 1721 
1. l l i lrd 

.4nticyclonic Motion 

I " I I j  1 

1.17'' F g  i 2.00 r g  
.~ 
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FIGURE 3 .  --The 
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, corrpspond to 

applied to an 850-111b. c h a r t ~ a n d  the  llorizorltd wind 
divergence formed;  the  latter w a s  also cotnput'ed by Inc:ms 
of a  simple  prediction rllodcl [7].  These results :tre in 
figures 4 and 5 superposed  upon  the 850-lllt). height  con- 
tours; obviously  they differ greatly.  Since  thc  velocity 
divergence derived by means of the prediction mode1 
could wcacount for  t'he  observed  displncenlcnt of the major 
pressure systems, it is  tentatively concluded that  the 
divergence obtained by method 1, shown  in figure 4, is 
essentially a noise phcnomenon. It)  should also be 1rIcn- 

tioned that  the  velocity  divergence  computed  by  cither 
method did not change  appreciably  with  succeeding  itcra- 
tions, except' in t'he  small  instability ~ I ~ C R S  mentioned 
above. 

4. BAROTROPIC FORECASTS USING HIGHER-ORDER 
GEOSTROPHIC  WIND APPROXIMATIONS 

St'rearn  funct'ions  corresponding  to  the  relative  vorticitics 
obtained by  methods I tlnd I1 are easily obtained by solv- 

ing tile Poisson  equation2 {= (q/j)v2+ using t,he  relaxation 
technique.  This  equation wt~s in  most cases  solved  for 
n = l  onlv, i.e., one  iteration; and the following discussion 
is cOJIfilled t o  this mse alone  except  when  stated  otherwise. 
A corllparisorl ol the computed  stream  function fields with 
those obtained  by  solving  the  bnlance  equation reveals 
that ,  in d l  instances,  t'he  gradient, of between  t'he  North 
Polc : m i  the  octagonal  grid  boundaries for the fields com- 
puted by the rnet'llotls of this  study is slight'lJ- greater than 
those  computed  through  the  balance  equation.  In  the 
cases studied  t'he  difference  varied from 200 to 400 feet. 
This  means  that  the  non-divergent  parts of the winds 
computed  by  the nlettlods  described  herein  slightly exceed 
those  obt'ained  through  the  balance  equation.  Since  the 
difference in  the  stream  function  gradient'  is  almost  uni- 
for111 from the  North  Pole  to  tlle  boundaries,  the difference 
in w i n d  speed  at' anJ- point is only of the  order of cent'i- 
meters  per  second. 

2 J.  so defined has the dimension of longth; the corresponding wind is V=(g/?)kXC+. 
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An examination of the  stream fields obtained  by tuetllotl 
I reveals that  the  decrease  in  the  amplitude of rtmjor 
height  troughs  is  slightly  grettt'er  than  that  obtained by 
means of the  balance  equation.  This  decrease  in itII11~1i- 
tude is more  pronounced  in  the +-fields computed  by 
means of method 11, presumably because of the under- 
est,imation of tlle  wind by  this  method as previously 
mentioned. As the  nmnber of iterat,ions  increases  this 
weakening of troughs  decreases,  the  amplitude ol' the 
features  being  approximatcly  the, silttle as those ol' thc 
+-fields of the  balance  equation. 

111 order  to  investigate  the  feasibility ol  using t h e  
stream  functions  derived by nlewns of' nlethods 1 and I I 
as initial fields for forecasts, a few 24- and 48-11011r prog- 
noses were 111ade usirlg the  harotropic  vorticity equatioll 
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FIGURE 5.-0300 GMT, April 5,  1955. 850-mh.  stream frmctioll  (solid  liues) obtained through  the  halallcr  equation.  Superimposed (dashed 
lines)  is thc horizontal vclocit,p  divclrgencr computed t)y mmns of a sin~plr  prediction  model [7]. Units 10-7 sec.-l 

where A is the colrlputed stream l'unction and B ,  t h c  
forecast value.  There  appeared  t'o be no significant'  diflrr- 
ence in  either  t'he "pillow" or  the r.oot-lnerLn-squ:lrr error 
in the cases studied.  Table 6 shows  the  results of six 
forecasts, and figures 6 and 7 illustrate a typicttl case. 
The  error  fields  show  tnarked  similarity in the regions 
of errors  grent'er  t'han 200 feet. It is tentatively  concluded 
that  both  met'hods will produce  stream  functions w h i c - h  
essentially lead  to  the same barotropic, 500-1111>. forecasts 
as obtained by using the  balance  equation.  However, 
since method 1 converges  more  rapidly  than method 11, 
particularly in areas ol large  cyclonic  vorticity, the  
former appears  preferable. 

A final remark  concerns  t'he  feasibility of obtaining 
the  predicted  geopotential field at'  the end of :L forecast 
period, assunling  t'his  prwalneter is specifically  desired. 
Since prediction is m t d e  with a stretml function  repre- 
senting the non-divergent part of t h e  original c:llculwt'eti 

633645--62--2 

wind field and the end  product  is  a  similar  st'rearn  funct,ion, 
the  final  t'otal  wind field is unavailable.  Hence  the 
inverse  problem to the  solution of equation (2) for the 
wind  field,  namely,  the  recovery of the  geopotential 
field from the  corresponding  wind field is  not  strictly 
s o l v d h   a t   t h e  end of t h e  prediction  period.  However, 
the predicted  stream  function  could  be  used  to  obtain 
t h e  non-divergent part of t'he  wind,  and  this  in  turn 

TARLE &-Results 0.f 24- and @-hour forecasts 
~~- - .. - "  

Mrthod used to ohh in  initial  stream forccasts 
function 

24-hour  hnrot,ropic  48-hour harotropic 
forecasts ___"___ 

pillow 1 1 RMSE pillow 1 I RMSE 

Sives most frequent sign. 
1 The nurnhrrs here give the average, magnitude of tho pillow-; the sign in  parentheses 
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FIGURE 6.- "0OCI0 Suprrirnpc 

could be used in  equation ( 2 )  to  determine  the geopo- 
tential  field.  This  is, of course, equivdcnt  to  solving 
the balance  equation for the  geopotential  field,  which 
is a straightforward  relaxation  procedure.  Since  s-stcm- 
atic differences were noted between the  stream fields 
computed  herein and those obttlirletl from the  balance 
equation,  sindar differences n1ay be expected ill the 
recovered gcopotential  fields. However the character 
of these differences suggests t h t  ernpiricd  correction, 
which is a function of latitude,  might he applied  to give )I 

111ore accwrate height  field. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper deals  with  two methods for obtait1iI~g 
horizontal  winds  fronl the  pressure-height  distribution  in 
an att'empt  to  improve upon the  geostrophic mind :~nd 
u-;oid solution of the so-callecl balance  equation. Bot11 
Inethods  involve c o ~ ~ ~ p u t a t i o n s  of higher-order  height 
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